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SIMON SCHUSTER, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Erica-Jane Waters
(illustrator). Original. 193 x 130 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. A delicious confection for
candy and fairy lovers -- welcome to the Sugar Valley, home to the Candy Fairies, where every fairy
represents a special candy treat! A Candy Fairies super special with twice as much delicious fun. The
five fairy friends are sent on a quest to discover why all the gummy trees are melting in the Sugar
Valley. Is a goblin haunting the Gummy Forest? Each fairy will need to use her unique abilities to
discover what is souring the forest. Turns out, it s a sad, lonely young dragon named Carobee. When
the girls help him spin his fire into cotton candy, peace is restored to the kingdom.
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ReviewsReviews

This sort of book is almost everything and helped me looking in advance and much more. Yes, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and interesting
literature. Its been written in an extremely simple way which is simply right a er i finished reading this publication through which in fact altered me, alter
the way i really believe.
-- Liz eth Witting-- Liz eth Witting

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through once again once again
down the road. I am just quickly could possibly get a delight of looking at a created ebook.
-- Ja ym e B eier-- Ja ym e B eier
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